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It is a well-known fact that a noetherian k-algebra B is of finite type if 
B/,,/?i is. We show that for anlytic k-algebras the analogous property does 
not hold. Indeed, for A 1 = k (x) there exists an infinitesimal extension 
0 + A, + B, + A, -+ 0 which does not split; therefore B, cannot be 
analytic. It follows that to each analytic algebra A of positive dimension 
there exists a k-algebra B such tat Bred E A and B is not analytic. In order 
to obtain this result we determine the group Exalcom,(A,, A,). 
Globally the situation is similar. Consider a ringed space X, a sheaf 
Ic OX of ideals with Z2 = 0, and I/I2 of finite type as OX/Z-sheaf. If X0 = 
(X, (?y/Z) is an algebraic k-scheme then X is too as it is well known. If X,, is 
an analytic space then under further conditions it follows by Bingener [ 11 
that X is an analytic space. We show, however, that in general X is not 
analytic, even if X0 z @I. 
In the following A denotes an analytic k-algebra over k E (R, C}. Let 
Q‘4 =Q,, be its Ktihler module and Exalcom,(A, M) the group of 
infinitesimal extensions of A by an A-module M; see [2, O,,, Sect. 181. 
There is a monomorphism of functors 
6: Ext;(Q,, - ) + Exalcom,(A, - ); 
for E=O-+M-+F-+ pQ, + 0 exact s[E] is defined as 0 -+ M + 
AaA x F + A -+ 0 using the universal derivation d: A + Sz, to get the fibred 
product A,, x Fc A x F with its canonical k-algebra structure. If s[E] 
splits, one has DE Der,(A, F) such that p 0 D = d, hence p 0 cp 0 d = d for 
cp E Hom,(Q,, F) inducing D. It follows that p 0 cp = id so E splits; cf. [4]. 
LEMMA 1. If A is a regular analytic algebra and M a finitely generated 
A-module then Exti(Q,, M) -+ Exalcom,(A, M) is bijectiue. 
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Proof: An infinitesimal extension 5 = 0 + A4 + B -+ A + 0 (M2 = 0) 
defines a commutative diagram 
where the second row is split exact by [2, Oiv.20.5.121, since the extension 
0 -+ fi -+ B + A + 0 is trivial (2 is a formal power series ring). Hence j and 
j are injective. Defining X3: B -+ Q,@, A by 3(b) := d,(b)@ 1 one gets a 
morphism B + C := AQA x (Q,@, A) which fits into the diagram 
<:O+M-+B-+A+O 
II 1 II 
6[E]:O+ti+&&O. 
Hence b(E) = [<I. 
LEMMA 2. Exalcom,(A, M) = 0 for any regular analytic k-algebra A and 
M an artinian A-module. 
ProoJ A splitting of 0 + M + B + A + 0 is given by an appropriate 
DE Der,(B, M) which one gets by restriction of d: B + &= M for a 
splitting of the completion 0 + 6? -+ B + A^ + 0. 
It follows that B is analytic if B/N is analytic and N is an ideal of finite 
length: for this we assume N2 = 0 by induction and choose an epimorphism 
A ++ B/N, A regular. The pull-back of 0 + N + B + B/N + 0 is a trivial 
extension of A. Hence B is quotient of the analytic algebra A 0 N. We are 
going to show that this is not true if N has larger support. 
From now on let A = k(x) be one-dimensional and regular and k((x)) 
be its quotient field. The inclusion k[x] c A of the polynomial ring defines 
dA I= QA,k[.x,. 
THEOREM. (i) There is a canonical decomposition GA z A @ s”i, . 
(ii) fi, and Ext:(Q,, A) are injectiue andpat. 
(iii) Exalcom,(A, A) g ($A)‘, Z a set of cardinality deg trkCxJk((x)). 
ProoJ Since A z Q,I-,, OkcX7 A we have A -+ ‘0 A + s”i, + 0 exact, 
j( 1) = dx. The derivation A 3 f I-+ af/ax E A defines 52, + A such that dx 
goes to 1; this is left inverse to j. For the k[x]-derivation 2: A + d, and 
f =l+x. gg A, 1~ k, we have af =X ag hence 6, is divisible. From 
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0 + A + “A + k + 0 we get Exta(fi,, A) -+ “ExtL(fi,, A) + Extfq(fiA, k), 
the last group being zero by (i) and the lemmas above. 
Let K= k((x)) be the quotient field of A. Note that any 
rp E Hom,(K/A, K) is zero: for rc: K -++ K/A canonical, cp 0 7c E End,(K) is 
multiplication by cprc( 1) = TV EK; consequently u = 0 and cp = 0. This shows 
the canonical morphism Hom,(K/A, K/A) + Ext’JK/A, A) to be bijective. 
Remember that Hom,(K/A, K/A) N A by [3, p. 611, since K/A is the injec- 
tive envelope of k. 
K being the envelope of A we get d, g K/AtJ’@ Kc’), hence 
ExtL(fi,,A)ZA’@Exti(K,A) and J=O for this group has to be 
divisible. Therefore s”l, + 0, OA K is an isomorphism. To determine 
I consider the natural isomorphisms si, -+ d, @A KzcQKlkCx, r 
Q K/k(x). Char k = 0 gives deg trkcxjK = rankKSZKlkcx). Finally, we have 
0 + Hom,(A, A) + Exti(K/A, A) -+ Ext, (K, A) -+ 0 so Exti(K, A) E a/A, 
which is torsionfree. By Lemma 1 the theorem is proved. 
Rephrasing in terms of EGA [2, O,v. Sect. 191 the theorem implies that 
regular analytic k-algebras A are not (formally) smooth (for the discrete 
topology) if they are not complete. 
We want to give an example for spaces: 
Assertion. There is a locally C-ringed space X = (C ‘, B) which is not a 
complex space, such that Xred z C’, Nil(X)‘= 0, and Nil(X) 2: Ocl. 
Proof: 0 := 0,1, i: @ * = @ ‘\O 4 @ ’ the inclusion, and consider 0 -+ 0 -+ 
i,O,* + “F -+ 0, 9 := i,Lo,.lO,. For A := 0e1,~, K := Quot(A) we have 
the stalk &, which is a divisible A-module with Der(B, P)rDer(A, FO). 
Since s2,+-cZl zK*) we have Hom,(S2,,cCZ,, 5&) #O and get 
D~Der(0,9) such that D(z) = 0, D #O. One has Der(O, i,O,) g 
Der(Bc., Co,*) = O(C*) and shows that there is no fi E Der(O, i,O,.) such 
that D = rr 0 fi (which is left to the reader). Now define g := 0 x9 i, 0,. via 
rr and D: 
Then (C, @) is a locally @-ringed space. As an infinitesimal extension of C’ 
it would be a trivial one if it were a complex space. But then a section for ii 
is given, defining a fi as mentioned above. 
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